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Abstract 

 

Using a fis2 2.5 kb promoter mutant fused with 3 copies of nuclear localized 

green fluorescent protein (GFP) in the PGREEN PSOUP vector (F2 2.5 kb 3nGFP) to 

create the 2.5FIS2pro-SV40nls-3xGFP construct, expression of the Arabidopsis FIS2 

gene in the female gametophyte was analyzed. Results show expression in synergid cells, 

central cell, and endosperm. Basta screening of T2 lines reveals a high ratio of lines with 

75% resistance, indicating a single T-DNA insertion. A 1.7 kb fis2 promoter-3nls GFP 

fusion is currently under investigation. 

 

Introduction 

 

FIS2, MEA and FIE are well known transcription factors belonging to the 

polycomb group that repress seed development in the absence of pollination. The FIS2 

promoter has been extensively studied to determine expression of FIS2 during 

development of the female gametophyte and early endosperm. FIS2 is known to be 

expressed in the endosperm as well as the central cell of the female gametophyte (Luo, et 

al.). However, the use of nuclear localized GFP may reveal expression in other cell types. 

The goal of this experiment is to analyze expression patterns of a promoter-nuclear 

localized GFP fusion. We also plan to analyze the second generation (T2) to analyze for 

T-DNA insertions. 
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Materials and Methods 

 

Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia-0 plants were used in all experiments 

described here. Germinating seeds were stratified for 3-5 days at 4°C before being placed 

in a growth chamber at 22°C under a 16-hr light/8-hr dark photoperiod. (Wallace et. al, 

2008). 

Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia plants were transformed by an agrobacterium 

containing the vector and the F2 2.5 kb 3n GFP promoter fusion giving the construct 

2.5FIS2pro-SV40nls-3xGFP. The seeds from these plants were then sterilized with 

bleach and screened using Basta, with around 1500 sterilized seeds per 15 cm plate plated 

with 0.1% Low Melting Point Agarose. Resistant seedlings were selected for 

transplantation around two weeks after plating. These plants were then grown on soil and 

genotyped by PCR using the primers SGREEN1F and F2409 R. GFP expression in the 

female gametophyte, pollen, and endosperm was analyzed using epifluorescence 

microscopy. The female gametophyte was analyzed both at stage 12B/12C and 24 hours 

after emasculation (24hae). The seeds of the PCR-confirmed transformed plants were 

harvested and screened with Basta to determine the ratio of heterozygous to homozygous 

offspring based on Basta resistance and sensitivity, using ~200 seeds per plate after 

undergoing gas sterilization. T2 lines that showed a 75% resistance to the Basta were 

transplanted, grown and analyzed for GFP expression in stage 12B/12C as well as seed 

set. T2 lines that did not show a 75% resistance to Basta were grown and analyzed for 

seed set only. 

Another construct, 1.7FIS2pro-SV40nls-3xGFP, was also made and seed screened 

on Basta containing plates. The resistant seedlings are currently being grown on soil and 

will be analyzed similarly to the 2.5FIS2pro-SV40nls-3xGFP construct. 
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Results 

 

Construction and Analysis of Fis2 Promoter Expression  

To identify transgenic lines that had been successfully transformed with the 

PGREEN PSOUP 3nls GFP vector, a Basta selection screen was carried out. The 

screening of the transformed Fis2 promoter 2.5kb 3nls GFP seeds revealed a 

transformation frequency of 0.33%. To identify FIS2 expression patterns in the female 

gametophyte, GFP analysis was carried out using epifluorescence microscopy. Floral 

buds at stage 12B/C were emasculated and ovules were analyzed for GFP 24hae. Floral 

buds were also analyzed at stage 12C. The GFP analysis showed expression strongly in 

the central cell and somewhat more weakly in the synergid cell in 12C and 12B/C + 

24hae. There was GFP expression in the endosperm in all plants, but no expression was 

found in the male gametophyte. 

The transformation efficiency of the 1.7kb promoter fusion is yet to be 

determined, although it appears to be very low and seedlings do not thrive on Basta or on 

soil. To date, transformation efficiency appears to be around 0.0001%, but transformants 

have yet to be confirmed by PCR. 

 

Analysis of T2 lines Transformation and Expression 

To identify the ratio of heterozygous to homozygous offspring, a screening of the 

T2 seed from PCR confirmed transformed plants was carried out. This screening showed 

88.9% of lines with a 75% resistance to Basta. GFP expression in these lines did not all 

show a 2:1 heterozygote to homozygote ratio. Many lines showed some plants with ~60% 

ovule expression. Seed set analysis of the T2 lines with a 75% resistance to Basta showed 

no irregular seed set, with little to no empty positions in all siliques. 
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Discussion 

The results of this project show new FIS2 expression patterns in the female 

gametophyte, with weak expression in the synergid cell in addition to stronger expression 

in the central cell. This new expression of FIS2 increases its importance, and studies 

should be carried out to determine the role FIS2 plays in all cell types. We also observed 

an unusually high frequency of T2 lines with a clear 75% resistance ratio, indicating a 

single T-DNA insertion of the PGREEN PSOUP vector used in these experiments. This 

implies usefulness of the vector in creating T-DNA mutants used to disrupt function of 

gene and analyze the resulting phenotype. Further analysis of the T2 lines shows many 

lines with unclear heterozygote to homozygote ratios, possibly implying that there could, 

in fact, be multiple T-DNA insertions that manifested with a 75% resistance to Basta. 
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